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ABSTRACT 
Some theorems on first-order asymptotic behavior of probabilities of 
large deviations of empirical probability measures are proved. These theo-
rems extend previous results due to Borovkov, Hoadley and Stone. A multi-
variate analogue of Chernoff's theorem and a large deviation result for 
trimmed means are obtained as particular applications of the general theory. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a Hausdorff space and let B be the a-field of Borel sets in 
S. Let A be the set of all probability measures (pms) on B; the abbrevia-
tion pm(s) is used in analogy with the notation df(s) for distribution 
function(s). For P,Q EA the Kullback-Leibler information number K(Q,P) is 
defined by 
{f q K(Q,P) = ooS log q dP if Q « p 
otherwise, 
where q = dQ/dP. Here and in the sequel we use the conventions log O = - 00 , 
0•(±00 ) = 0 and log(a/0) = 00 if a~ 0. If Q is a subset of A and PE A we 
define 
K(Q,P) = inf K(Q,P). 
QEQ 
By convention K(Q,P) = 00 if Q is empty. 
Throughout this paper x1,x2 , ••• is a sequence of i.i.d. random vari-
ables taking values in S according to a pm PE A. For each positive inte-
ger n the empirical pm based on x 1, ••• ,Xn is denoted by 
the fraction of X. 's, I ~ j ~ n, with values in 
J 
Let s = ]R and let Al be the set of pms on 
topology p induced by the supremum metric 
(I.I) d(Q,R) = sup IQ((-00 ,x]- R((-00 ,x]) I, 
XEJR 
the set 
(1R,B)' 
p, i.e. P (B) is 
n n 
BE B. 
endowed with the 
Then we have the following theorem of HOADLEY (1967) specialized to the 
"one-sample case". 
Let PE A1 be a non-atomic pm. Let T be a real-valued function on A1, 
uniformly continuous in the topology p. Define 
for each r E JR. Then, if the function t -+ K(Qt ,P), t E 1R, is continuous 
at t =rand {u} is a sequence of real nwribers tending to zero, 
n 
2 
( l • 2) -] .... limn log Pr{T(Pn) ~ r+un} = -K(~_,P). 
n-+ro 
In section 3 it will be shown that Hoadley's theorem can be generalized 
in three different directions simultaneously: 
(i) the set A1 may be replaced by the set A of prns on a Hausdorff space S 
(ii) the uniform continuity of the function T can be weakened to continuity 
(in a convenient topology which is finer than p if S = JR) and the 
range space of T may be different from JR 
(iii) PE A may be an arbitrary pm, not necessarily non-atomic. 
STONE (1974) has given a simpler proof of Hoadley's theorem, but under 
the original strong conditions. His proof can easily be adapted to cover the 
case of cl-dimensional random variables, but other generalizations are less 
obvious. 
A related theorem in the spirit of SANOV (1957) has been obtained by 
BOROVKOV ( I 96 7) : 
Let PE A1 be a non-atomic pm. Then~ if Q is a p-open subset of A1 and 
K(cl (Q),P) = K(Q,P) (where cl denotes closure in the topology p)~ p p 
( I • 3) -1 .... limn log Pr{P E Q} = -K(Q,P). 
n 
n-+ro 
By this theorem the uniform continuity (in p) of the functional T in 
Hoadley's theorem can be weakened to continuity, but Borovkov relies in his 
proof on rather deep methods of Fourier analysis of random walks in 
BOROVKOV (1962) for which generalization to more general pms seems to be 
difficult. 
In this paper the approach to large deviations based on multinomial 
approximations is systematically developed. It turns out that a natural 
topology on the set A of pms on (S,B) is the topology T of convergence on 
all Borel sets, i.e. the coarsest topology for which the map Q ➔ Q(B), 
Q EA, is continuous for all BE B. In this topology a sequence of pms {Q} 
n 
in A converges to a pm Q E A, notation Q ➔ Q, iff lim J8 fdQ = fs fdQ for n T ·. n-+ro n 
each bounded B-measurable function£: S ➔ JR. The closure and the interior 
of a set Q c A in the topology Twill be denoted by cl (Q) and int (Q), 
T T 
respectively. 
With this notation we shall prove (Theorem 3. 1) 
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Let PE A and let n be a subset of A satisfying 
(1.4) K(int (n),P) = K(cl (n),P). T T 
Then (1.3) holds true. 
This is a generalization of Theorem 4.5 of DONSKER & VARADHAN (1976) 
who obtained some related inequalities under stronger conditions. In par-
ticular they assumed that Sis a polish space and that the set n is either 
open or closed in the weak topology. By the weak topology (also called the 
vague topology) we mean the topology with subbasis elements 
{Q E A: lffdQ- ffdQ0 1 < d, Q0 EA, f E CB(S); we avoid the name "topology 
of weak convergence" since Sis merely a Hausdorff space (and hence weak 
convergence in A may not be properly defined because limits are not neces-
sarily unique). The functions f appearing in this definition are bounded 
and continuous; therefore the weak topology is coarser than the previously 
defined topology Lo 
In the particular case S = lR the topology -r is finer than p (Lemma 
2.1) which in turn is finer than the weak topology. Hence any p-continuous 
(weakly continuous) functional T: A1 + lR is a fortiori -r-continuous and 
our results on -r-continuous functionals T imply the corresponding (weaker) 
results for p-continuous (weakly continuous) functionals. In fact, by this 
line of argument the generalized form of Hoadley's theorem mentioned above 
easily follows from Theorem 3.1. 
After some crucial lemmas in section 2 the basic theorems are obtain-
ed in section 3. The theory includes theorems of Borovkov, Donsker & 
Varadhan, Hoadley, Stone and Sethuraman as particular cases and thus prov-
ides a unified approach to these results which were obtained by rather 
different methods. In section 4 a large deviation result for linear func-
tions of empirical pms is proved. This result yields a multivariate ana-
logue of CHERNOFF's (1952) celebrated large deviation theorem as a partic-
ular case. Section 5 is devoted to this subject. Finally we prove in sec-
tion 6 a large deviation theorem for a class of linear combinations of 
order statistics (L-estimators). This leads to a large deviation theorem 
for trimmed means under minimal conditions. 
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In this framework Chernoff-type theorems are derived from Sanov-type 
theorems. In a very penetrating paper BAHADUR & ZABELL (1978) go the 
other way. They first obtain very general Chernoff-type theorems for sample 
means taking values in open convex sets and then, as an application, derive 
a result of type (1.3). 
Recently SIEVERS (1976) proved (1.3) under conditions essentially dif-
ferent from ours. Since Sievers' methods are based on a likelihood ratio 
approximation, his results cannot be fitted into our framework. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section some notation is introduced and a few preliminary 
results are proved which will play an essential role in the subsequent 
sections. By a partition P of the Hausdorff space Sis meant a finite 
partition of S consisting of Borel sets. Such partitions are the starting 
point of the multinomial approximation on which the proof of Lennna 3.1 in 
section 3 is based. For P,Q EA and a partition P = {B 1, ••. ,Bm} of S define 
(2. I) 
m 
I 
j=I 
Q(B.)log{Q(B.)/P(B.)}, 
J J J 
and for a set Q c A 
Kp(Q,P) = inf Kp(Q,P). 
Qdl 
Without explicit reference the relation 
(2.2) K(Q,P) = sup{Kp(Q,P): Pis a partition of S} 
(see e.g. PINSKER (1964), section 2.4) will repeatedly be used. We shall 
say that a partition Pis finer than a partition Riff for each BE P 
there exists a CE R such that B c C. 
For each partition P = {B 1, .•. ,Bm} of S the pseudo-metric dp on Sis 
defined by 
dp(Q,R) = max IQ(B.)-R(B.)I, 
1:-::::j:-::::m J J 
Q,R EA. 
The topology T of convergence on all Borel sets of Sis generated by the 
family {dp: P is a partition of S}. A basi.s of this topology is provided 
by the collection of sets {RE A: dp(R,Q) < o} where Q EA, o > 0 and P 
runs through all partitions of S. Note that this collection is a basis and 
not merely a subbasis of T. 
LEMMA 2. 1 • Let S = JR.d. Then the topology p induced by the supremum metric 
d(Q,R) = sup TT)d IQ((-00 ,x]) - R((-00 ,x]) I, Q,R E A., is strictly coarser than 
XE.ll\. 
the topology T. 
PROOF. Since convergence 1.n p of a sequence of pms does not imply conver-
gence on all Borel sets (a sequence of purely atomic pms may converge in p 
to a non-atomic pm), it must be shown that p ~ T. 
Let s > 0 and let Q be a pm on JR. Then there exists a finite (possi-
bly empty) set of points with Q-probability 2: ½s. Hence there exists a 
partition P = {B 1, ••• ,Bm} of JR consisting of 
Q(B.) 2: ½sand open or half open intervals B. 1. J 
singletons B. such that 1. 
such that Q(B.) < ½s. If 
J 
R is a pm on JR such that dp(Q,R) < ½s/m, then d(Q,R) < s, which proves 
the lemma for pms on JR. 
d Next suppose that Q is a pm on JR (d >I). Let Q., 1 :-:::: i :-:::: d, be the 1. 
one-dimensional marginals of Q. For each Q. there exists by the previous 1. 
a partition {B. 1 , ••• ,B. . } of JR consisting of singletons 
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paragraph 
B .. with 1.,J 
1.' 1. ,mi 
Q. (B. . ) 2: ½ s and open or half open intervals B. . with Q. (B. . ) < 1. 1.,J 1.,J 1. l.,J 
< ½s. Let P be the partition consisting of the product sets 
Bl . x ••• 
'J 1 
implication 
dp(Q,R) < ½s/dm => d(Q,R) < s 
proves the lemma for S = JR<l. D 
A function T defined on A will be called T-continuous if it is contin-
uous with respect to the topology Ton A and the given topology on the range 
space. The definition of ,-(lower,upper) semicontinuity is similar. The 
topology of the extended real line R is the usual topology generated by 
6 
the sets [-00 ,x), (x, 00], XE~-
LEMMA 2.2. Let Pe A. Then the function Q + K(Q,P), Q e A, is T-Zower serrri-
continuous. 
PROOF. Let P,Q e A and let c be an arbitrary real number such that c<K(Q,P). 
By (2.2) there exists a partition Pof S such that Kp(Q,P) > c. Clearly there 
exists a 8 > 0 such that 
dp(R,Q) < 8 ~ K(R,P) ~ Kp(R,P) > c, 
proving the lemma. D 
A collection r of pms in A is called uniformZy ahsoZuteZy continuous 
with respect to a pm Pe A if for each£> 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that 
for each Q er and each Be B, P(B) < 8 ~ Q(B) < £. 
In the next lemma some topological properties are established of a 
class r c A with uniformly bounded Kullback-Leibler numbers. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Pe A and Zet r = {Q e A: K(Q,P) ~ c) for some finite c ~ O. 
Then 
(a) r is uniformZy ahsoZuteZy continuous with respect to P 
(b) r is both compact and sequentiaZZy compact in the topoZogy T. 
PROOF. 
-1 (a) Let£> 0. Let 8 > 0 be such that½£ log(½£/o) > c+e • Then, for each 
Q er and each Be B satisfying P(B) < 8, 
Q(B) = f q dP = J q dP + I q dP 
B Bn{q~½£/o} Bn{q>½£/o} 
~ ½£0-IP(B) + (log(½£/o))-l f q log q dP 
Bn{q>½£/o} 
< ½£ + (c+e- 1)(log{½£/o))-l < £, 
where q = dQ/dP (note that the inequality x log x ~ -e-I p~ovides an upper 
-1 J bound c + e for the integral Cq log q dP for any set C e B). 
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(b) Let M be the collection of all set functionsµ: B ➔ [0,1] endowed with 
the topology , 1 of setwise convergence (note that Tis the corresponding 
relative topology on A). Using the property that a Hausdorff space is 
compact iff each ultrafilter converges, we first prove that Mis , 1-
compact. Consider an ultrafilter U = {U : a EI} on M. For each BE B 
a 
the image of U under the mapµ ➔ µ(B) is an ultrafilter on [0,1] and 
hence converges to a (unique) point, say cB E [0,1]. Let µ0 EM be 
defined by µ0 (B) = cB' B E B. Since µ0 En I cl (U ) , the ultrafilter U aE T I a 
converges to µ0 , proving , 1-compactness of M. 
In order to show that r is ,-compact it suffices to prove that r is a 
, 1-closed subset of M. Letµ E cl (f). Clearlyµ is an additive set TI 
function. To prove a-additivity consider a sequence {B} of disjoint 
n 
Borel sets. Fix E > 0. By part (a) there exists o > 0 such that BE B, 
P(B) < o ~ Q(B) < E for each Q Er. Choose k so large that P(U:=k Bn) = 
L:=k P(Bn) < o. Sinceµ E cl, 1 (f) it follows that 
implying that µ(U 00 B) = \ 00 1 µ(B ). Henceµ EA. Now LelIIllla 2.2 implies n=l n ln= n 
µEr and thus r is ,-compact. 
Finally r is also sequentially compact in T since by Theorem 2.6 of 
GANSSLER (1971) the notions "compact" and "sequentially compact" coin-
cide for the topology,. D 
LelIIl!la 2.3 is 
of convergence of 
closely related to the information - theoretical proofs 
a sequence of pms {Q} to P under the condition 
n 
K(Q ,P) ➔ 0, as n ➔ 
n 
00 (see RENYI (1961) and CSISZAR (1962)). In fact, if 
K(Qn,P) ➔ 0 then {Qn} converges to Pin the total variation metric (cf. 
PINSKER (1964)), which is a stronger type of convergence than convergence 
in, (the convergence has to be uniform on all Borel sets). 
Let P,Q EA and let P = {B 1, ••• ,Bm} be a partition of S. Then the Pp-
linear pm Q' corresponding to Q is defined by 
(2.3) Q' (BnB.) 
i = 
JP(BnB.)Q(B.)/P(B.) i i i 
tQ(BnB.) 
i 
if P(B.) > 0 
i 
if P(B.) = 0, 
i 
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i 1, ••• ,m; BE B. The usefulness of this concept lies in its property 
K(Q' ,P) = Kp(Q' ,P) = Kp(Q,P). 
The device of P-linear pms was, as far as we know, first used in large devia-
tion problems by SANOV (1957) for pms on JR. It was also used by HOADLEY 
(1967) and in the more general form of the preceding definition by STONE 
(1974). 
The next letm11a generalizes relation (2.2) and plays a crucial role in 
the next sections. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let PE A and Q c A satisfy 
(2.4) 
Then 
(2.5) 
K(cl (Q),P) = K(Q,P). 
T 
K(Q,P) = sup{Kp(Q,P): Pis a partition of S}. 
PROOF. Let a= sup{Kp(Q,P): Pis a partition of S} and suppose (2.5) does 
not hold, i.e. there exists an n > 0 such that a+n < K(Q,P) (see (2.2)). 
Put r = {Q EA: K(Q,P) ~ a+n}. The set of all (finite) partitions P, order-
ed by P >Riff Pis finer than R, is a directed set. Choose for each 
partition Pa pm Qp E Q satisfying Kp(Qp,P) ~ a+n. Let QP be the Pp-linear 
pm corresponding to QP. Then 
and hence QP Er for each partition P. Since r is compact in the topology 
T by Letm11a 2.3, there exists a Q Er such that Q is a cluster point of the 
net N = {Q~: Pis a partition of S}. 
Consider the open neighborhood {RE A: dp(R,Q) < E} of Q. Since Q is 
a cluster point of the net N there exists a partition T > P such that 
dp(Qf,Q) < E. If BE P, then 
l Qf(A) = 
AET,AcB 
Qf(B). 
Hence dp(Qy,Q) = dp(Qf,Q) < E, implying that Q is also a cluster point 
9 
of the net {Qp: Pis a partition of S}. Since Qp E Q for each P, QE clT(n): 
However, Q Er=> K(Q,P) ~ a+n < K(Q,P) in contradiction to (2.4) and so 
(2.5) follows. D 
REMARK 2.1. Lemma 2.4 is in fact a minimax theorem since in view of (?..2) 
the result (2.5) can also be written as 
sup inf Kp(Q,P) = inf sup Kp(Q,P). 
p QEQ QEQ p 
REMARK 2.2. The following example shows that (2.4) is not necessary for 
(2.5), even if K(Q,P) < 00 • Let S = [-1, 00 ) c JR, let QI = {Q E A: 
fs xdQ(x) > O} and let P,Q 1 EA be defined by P({l}) = P({O}) =!and 
Q1 (-f--I}) = 1, respectively. Define Q = QI u Q1• It is easily seen that 
K(Ql ,P)= suppKp(Ql ,P) = 00 and hence by (2.2) K(Q,P) = K(Q 1 ,P) = log 2 = 
supp Kp(Q 1 ,P) = supp Kp(Q,P). Obviously PE clT (Q) and therefore K(clT (Q) ,P) = 
= 0. Thus (2.4) is violated but (2.5) holds true. 
REMARK 2.3. Let scl (Q) denote the sequential closure of Q, i.e. Q E scl (Q) 
T T 
if there exists a sequence {Q} in Q such that Q + Q. We show that (2.4) 
n n T 
in Lemma 2.4 cannot be replaced by K(scl (Q),P) = K(Q,P). Let Q be the 
T 
set of all pms on JR with countable support and let P be a non-atomic pm on 
JR. Then sup{Kp(Q,P): P is a partition of JR} = O, but K(rl,P) = K(sclT(Q) ,P) = 
= 00 since Q = sclT(Q). In this case clT(Q) = A1 = the set of all pms on JR. 
This shows that there are pms in A1 which can be "reached" by nets in Q but 
not by sequences in Q. 
By convention the support supp(Q) of a pm Q EA is the set of points 
x ES such that each neighborhood of x has positive Q-probability. Note 
that Q(supp(Q)) may be smaller than one. However, we shall say that Q EA 
has finite support {x 1, ••• ,xk} if Q({xi}) > O, i = l, ••• ,k, and 
'~ Q({x.}) = 1. In general, let us call a pm Q Lindelof inner regular li=l i 
if Q(B) = sup{Q(V): V c B, V Lindelof} for all open sets B c S (a set is 
called Lindelof if each open cover has a countable subcover). A pm with this 
property assigns probability one to its support by a line of argument sim-
ilar to the proof of Lennna 2.3 in BAHADUR & ZABELL (1978). This regularity 
condition is certainly satisfied if Sis second countable. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let P €A.Each pm which has finite support contained in the 
support of P belongs to the weak closure of {Q € A: K(Q,P) < 00}. 
PROOF. Let Q0 € A and supp(Q0) = {x1, ••• ,Xic} c supp(P). We prove that each 
weakly open neighborhood V of Q0 contains a pm QV such that K(QV) < 00 • 
Let 
V = { Q € A : I J f. dQ - J f. dQO I < £ , j = I ' ••• 'J} , J J 
where f 1, ••• ,fJ € CB(S). Choose neighborhoods 
x € u .. => lf,(x)-f.(x.)I < £, i = I, ... ,k; j 
Jl. J J l. 
the sets uj 1, ••• ,ujk are disjoint. Now put Ui 
define QV € A by 
k I Q0({x.})P(BnU.)/P(U.), 
i=l 1 1 1 
U .. of x. in S such that 
J l. l. 
= I, .•. ,J, where for each j 
J 
= n . I U . . , i = I , ... , k , and J= J l. 
B € B. 
Note that P(U.) > 0 because x. € supp(P). Obviously K(Q1_,,P)< 00 • Moreover, l. l. 
QV € V since for j = I, ... ,J 
k 
lffjdQv-ffjdQ0 1 ~ J1 lfui (fj-fj(xi))dQvl < £. □ 
This lemma does not continue to hold if the weak closure is replaced 
by the -r-closure since the -r-closure of {Q € A: K(Q,P) < 00 } does not contain 
any pm which is not absolutely continuous with respect to P. This illustrates 
the difference between the weak topology and the topology -r. 
3. BASIC RESULTS 
In the sequel we discuss probabilities of events of the form {P €Q}, 
n 
n € A, where the empirical pms {Pn} are induced by the sequence x1,x2, •••• 
,. n 
The problem which events {P €Q} are B -measurable for all n is (at least 
n 
partially) solved by 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let S be a completely regular space. Let A denote the set 
of pms in A with finite support and rational point masses. Then {P €n} € Bn 
n 
for aU n € 1N iff n n A € W, where W is the a-field induced by (!) on A 
I I 
and Wis the Borel a-field on A generated by the weak topology. 
PROOF. For n E ]N let A(n) denote the set of pms in A with finite support 
and point masses which are multiples of n-l and let W(n) denote the a-field 
induced by Won A(n). 
We first prove that {P EQ} E Bn = Q n A(n) E W(n). Consider the map 
n 
n A( ) h p"' ( ) h . . -I A p 
n 
S ➔ n were x 1, ••• ,x is t e pm assigning mass n n n to each x., i 
i = I, ••• ,n (since the x. 's need not 
i 
be distinct, there may be less than n 
different point masses). Let B(n) denote the a-field on A(n) induced by 
surjection P • Obviously 
n 
B(n) = W(n). 
A n {P EQ} EB = Q n A(n) E B(n). We show that 
n 
the 
B(n) is a Borel a-field generated by the topology with basis elements 
0 0 A O O 0 V(x 1, ..• ,x) = {P (x 1, ••• ,x ): x. E U(x.), i = l, •.• ,n} where (x 1, .•. ,xn) n O n O n i i O 0 
E sn and U(x 1), ••• ,U(x) are neighborhoods in S of x , ••• ,x, respectively, n I n 
which are disjoint for distinct x? 1 s. On the other hand, sets 
i 
V(Qo;f1,···,fJ) = {Q E A(n): lffjdQ-JfjdQol < s, J = l, ••• ,J}, where Qo E 
A(n) and f 1, ••• ,f1 E CB(S), are basis elements of the (relative) weak 
topology on A(n). If the neighborhoods U(x?) are small enough, V(x01 , •.• ,x0) 
i O O n 
c V(Q0 ;f 1, ... ,f 1 ). Conversely, for given U(x 1), ... ,U(xn) choose q0 E A(n) such 
that Q0 ({x~, •.. ,x~}) = I and let for i = l, ... ,n the continuous functions 
f. satisfy O 5 f. 5 I, f.(x?) = I and f.(x) = 0 if xi U(x?); such functions i i i i i i 
exist since Sis completely regular. Let O < E < n- 1• Then Q E A(n), 
IJf.dQ- ff.dQ0 1 < E ~ Q(U(x?)) 2 Q0 ({x?}). Since this implication holds for i i i i O 0 
all i, it follows that V(Q0 ;f 1, ••• ,fn) c V(x 1, ••• ,xn). Hence the topologies 
generating B(n) and W(n) coincide. 
It remains to prove Q n A(n) E W(n) for all n = Q n A E W. The implic-
ation• is trivial. To prove~, let Q E W be such that Q n A(n) = 
n 
~ C C Q n A(n), n E :IN. Fix m E :IN. If the pm Q E A n Q , then Q E A(s) n Q for 
n 
00 
some s E 1N' implying Q i Q . Hence n s=l Q n A C Q and thus sm sm 
co 00 
~ ~ 
co co 00 
u n Q n A c QnA. Conversely, U _ 1 n Q n A ::J u Q n A(m) = 
m=l s=l sm "' ,...., m- s =I sm m=l 
~ A E:. W and the proof complete. □ Q n A. It follows that Q n is 
The collection of sets Q c A satisfying Q n A E W is quite rich, much 
richer than W. Henceforth it will be assumed without explicit reference that 
A 
Pr{P EQ} is well defined for all n E :IN. However, in Remark 3. I we briefly 
n 
return to this matter. 
.... 
Our large deviation results concerning probabilities Pr{P EQ} have as 
n 
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a starting point Lennna 3.1 which exploits multinomial approximations to 
the distributions of the empirical pms {P }. It is easily seen that the 
n 
lemma remains valid for arbitrary sets Sand arbitrary a-fields B contain-
ing all singletons. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let PE A and Zet Q be a subset of A. Consider the conditions 
(A) K(Q,P) 
(B) K(Q ,P) 
If (A) is 
( 3. I) 
= sup{Kp(Q,P): P 
= K(int (Q),P). 
T 
satisfied., 
is a partition of S} 
-1 -lim sup n log Pr{P E~}-:; -K(~,P); 
n 
n-+<x> 
if (B) is satisfied., 
(3. 2) lim inf n-I log Pr{P EQ} 2 -K(Q,P). 
n 
n-+m 
Hence., if both (A) and (B) are satisfied., 
(3.3) lim n-l log Pr{P EQ} = -K(Q,P); 
n 
PROOF. To prove the lennna it is first shown that condition (A) implies 
(3.1). Let c < K(Q,P). By condition (A) there exists a partition P of S 
such that Kp(Q ,P) > c. Let P = {BI, ..• ,Bm} and let p j = 
Then 
P (B.) , 1 -:; j -:; m. 
J 
-
-:; Pr{Kp(Pn,P) 2 Kp(~,P)} 
,_* m nz • 
= L. n!/{(nz l)! ••• (nz )!} . TT p. n,i 
n, n,m i=J i 
I* ' m - 1 m = n.{.;!]_ 1 (nz .)!} .n1 
... n,i i= 
nz • 
z ~.i • 
n,i 
m 
• exp{-n l 
i=l 
z . log(z ./p.)}, 
n,i n,i i 
where I* denotes sunnnation over all (z 1, ••• ,z ) such that n, n,m 
m 
I 
i= 1 
and 
m 
I 
i= 1 
z . = 1, 
n,1. z . ?: O, n,1 nz . E lZ n,1. 
z . log(z ./p.)?: Kp(Q,P). 
n,1. n,1. 1. 
( 1 s ism) 
The number of points (z 1, ••• ,z ) satisfying the first condition 1.s n, n,m 
equal to 
( n+m-1) m-l = exp(O(log n)), as n ➔ 00 • 
Moreover, by Stirling's formula, as n ➔ 00 , 
m 
n!/{(nz 1)! ... (nz )!} s exp{-n L z . log z . +O(log n)}. n, n,m i=l n,1. n,1. 
-Hence Pr{Pnd2} s exp{-nKp(Q,P) + O(log n)}, implying 
-1 -
n log Pr{P EQ} s 
n 
-1 
-Kp(Q,P) + O(n log n), 
as n ➔ 00 • Since c < K(Q,P) 1.s arbitrary, (3.1) follows. 
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Conversely we prove that condition (B) implies (3.2). Assume K(Q,P) < 00 
since otherwise (3.2) is trivial. Fix E > 0. In view of condition (B) 
int (Q) is not empty and a pm Q E int (Q) exists satisfying K(Q,P) < K(Q,P) + 
T T 
+ !E, Since Q E int (Q), a partition P = {B 1, ••• ,B} of Sando> 0 can be T m 
found such that {RE A: dp(R,Q) < o} c Q. It follows that for all sufficient-
ly large n there exist pms Q EA satisfying 
n 
( i) nQ (B . ) E lZ , 1 s i s m 
n i 
(ii) dp(Qn,Q) < o, hence Qn E Q and {RE A: dp(R,Qn) = O} c Q 
(iii) Kp(Qn,P) < Kp(Q,P) +!Es K(Q,P) + !E < K(Q,P) + E. 
Putz . = Q (B.), 1 sis m. Then for all sufficiently large n 
n,1. n 1. 
m 
where I 
i=l 
-Pr{P EQ}?: 
n 
-Pr{dp(P ,Q) = O} 
n n 
m nz · 
'/{( )' ( )'} iTI-1 (P(Bi)) n,1., = n. nz 1 • . . . nz • • n, n,m 
z . = 1, 
n,1. z . ?: 0, n,1. DZ • E lZ n,1. ( 1 s ism) and 
14 
m 
I 
i=I 
z . log{z ./P(B.)} < K(Q,P) + E. 
n,i n,i i 
Hence, again by Stirling's formula, as n + 00 , 
Pr{P EQ} ·2: exp{-n(K(Q,P) + E + a(l))} 
n 
and (3.2) easily follows, which completes the proof. D 
-REMARK 3 .1. If Q is an arbitrary subset of A, the event {P EQ} is not 
n 
necessarily measurable. But the proof of Lemma 3.1 is based on the inclu-
sion {dp(Pn,Qn)=O} c Q c {Kp(Pn,P):,:; Kp(Q,P)} where the sets on the left 
and right are measurable. Hence, if pn (fn) denotes the outer (inner) 
measure corresponding to the product measure Pn on Sn, the proof of the 
lemma shows that under the conditions (A) and (B) 
-K(Q,P) 
for any set Q c A. In this sense Lemma 3.1 continues to hold for arbitrary 
sets Q. Similar remarks apply to all other results of this section. 
STONE (1974) proves (3.3) under the conditions (in our notation) 
(CI) K(r1,P) < oo 
For each E > 0 there are a pm Q E Q, a partition P of Sand 
cS > 0 such that 
(C2) Kp(Q,P) :,:; Kp(Q,P) < Kp(Q,P) + E 
(C3) {RE A: dp(R,Q) < cS} c Q. 
It turns out that if K(Q,P) < 00 these conditions are equivalent to 
conditions (A) and (B) of our Lemma 3.1, implying that Stone's theorem is 
in fact equivalent to Lemma 3.1 if K(Q,P) < 00 • 
To prove the equivalence suppose that conditions (A) and (B) are ful-
filled and K(Q,P) < 00 • Fix E > O. By (B) a pm Q E int (Q) exists satisfying 
T 
K(Q,P) < K(Q,P) + ½E. Since Q E int (Q), there exists a partition T and 
T 
cS > 0 such that {RE A: dT(R,Q) < cS} c Q. By (A) there exists a partition P 
which is finer than T and satisfies K(Q,P) < Kp(Q,P) + ½E (note that 
KT(R,P) :,:; Kp(R,P) for each pm R if Pis finer than T). Hence 
Moreover, for small enough 8' > 0 the implication RE A, dp(R,Q) < 8' => 
=> dy(R,Q) < 8 holds. It follows that conditions (C2) and (C3) of Stone 
are satisfied. 
Conversely, suppose that Stone's conditions (Cl) to (C3) hold. Then 
by Lemma 2.3 of STONE (1974), condition (A) also holds. Let£> 0. Let 
15 
a pm Q E Q, a partition P of Sando> 0 satisfy (C2) and (C3) for this s. 
Let Q' be the Pp-linear pm corresponding to Q (see (2.3)). Then (C3) implies 
Q' E int (Q) and (C2) yields 
T 
K(Q' ,P) = Kp(Q',P) = Kp(Q,P) < Kp(Q,P) + £ ~ K(Q,P) + s. 
Thus K(int (Q),P) < K(Q,P) + E for each E > 0 and condition (B) follows. 
T 
The present method of proof of Lemma 3.1 is well suited to prove (3.3) 
under weaker conditions. It can for example be shown by an elaboration of 
the proof that SANOV's (1957) condition that Q be F-distinguishable is 
indeed sufficient for (3.3). (Some obscure points in SANOV's (1957) paper 
have raised doubt as to the validity of his Theorem 11, cf. HOADLEY (1967), 
BAHADUR (1971).) 
Combining Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.1 we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let PE A and let Q be a subset of A satisfying 
(3.4) K(int (Q),P) = K(cl (Q),P). 
T T 
Then (3.3) holds. 
Borovkov has shown (see (31) in BOROVKOV (1967)) that (3.3) holds if 
Pis a non-atomic pm on JR, Q is a p-open set and K(Q,P) = K(cl (Q),P). 
p 
This is a particular case of Theorem 3.1 in view of Lemma 2.1. 
In their work on large deviations of Harkov processes, DONSKER & 
VARADHAN (1975,1976) have shown that in the i.i.d. case (3.1) (or (3.2)) 
hold under the conditions that Q be weakly closed (or open, respectively) 
and S be a polish space. Since the weak topology is coarser than the topo-
logy,, their result is contained in Lemma 3.1 together with Lemma 2.4. 
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REMARK 3.2. Suppose B c Sis an arbitrary Borel set satisfying P(B) =I.Let 
' I 
AB= {Q EA: Q(B) = I} and let TB denote the relative T-topology on \-Then 
Theorem 3.1 remains valid if (3.4) is replaced by the weaker condition 
K(int (nnAB),P) = K(cl (nnAB),P). 
TB. TB 
This result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 (replace S by B, 
A by AB and T by TB and note that K(nnAB,P) = K(n,P) and Pr{PnEn} = 
= Pr{Pn E nnAB}). 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let PE A and let n be a subset of A. Then (3.3) hold.s if 
one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) n is convex and K(int (n),P) < 00 
T 
(ii) n is weakly open, P(supp(P)) = I and K(niP) = 00 
(iii) n is convex and weakly open and P(supp(P)) = I. 
PROOF. First suppose that condition (i) is satisfied. Fix£> O. Let 
Q E cl (n) be such that K(Q,P) < K(cl (n),P) + e and let 
T T 
RE int (n) be 
T 
such that K(R,P) < 00 • Define Q = a.Q+ (I-a.)R, 0 < 
a. 
a.< I. Then Q E int (n) 
a, T 
and the convexity of the map Q' ➔ K(Q',P) implies 
K(int (n),P) ~ lim K(Q ,P) ~ lim{a.K(Q,P)+ (1-a.)K(R,P)} 
T a.ti a. a.fl 
= K(Q,P) < K(cl (n),P) + £. 
T 
Hence K(int (n),P) = K(cl (n),P). Application of Theorem 3.1 completes the 
T T 
proof of this case. 
Next suppose that condition (ii) holds. By Lemma 2.5 the weak closure 
of {Q EA: K(Q,P) < 00 } contains all empirical pms with their (finite) 
support contained in the support of P. Since P(supp(P)) = I, Pr{P En}= 0 
n 
for all n E lN implying (3.3). 
Under condition (iii) either (i) or (ii) is satisfied since every 
weakly open set is T-open. D 
In condition (i) of the preceding corollary the requirement 
K(int (n),P) < 00 is essential. Even if n is T-open and convex, (3.3) is not 
T 
necessarily true if K(n,P) = 00 • To see this, let S = [0,1], let p be 
Lebesgue measure on Sand let Q be the collection of all pms on the Borel 
sets of S with at least one point mass. Then Q is T-open and convex and 
the events {P EQ} are measurable. Obviously Pr{P EQ} = 1 for all n and 
n_l ... n 
hence lim n log Pr{P EQ} = 0 although K(Q,P) = 00 • 
n-+oo n 
BAHADUR & ZABELL (1978) have proved (3.3) under condition (iii) 
assuming that Sis a polish space. However, their proof is based on a 
Chernoff-type theorem for sample means. 
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To determine the infimum K(Q,P) appearing in the preceding results one 
usually tries to find a pm Q E Q for which this infimum is attained. A suf-
ficient condition for the existence of such a pm Q is given in the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let PE A and let Q be a non-empty t-closed set of pms in A. 
Then there exists a pm Q E Q such that K(Q,P) = K(Q,P). 
PROOF. We assume K(Q,P) < 00 since otherwise any Q E Q achieves the equality. 
Let n > O. Because Q is T-closed the set Q n {Q EA: K(Q,P) ~ K(Q,P) + n} 
is compact by Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 2.2 the map Q + K(Q,P), Q EA, is ,-lower 
semicontinuous. Since a lower semicontinuous function attains its infimum 
on a compact set, the proof is complete. D 
A similar result is proved in CSISZAR (1975), where Q is required to be 
convex and closed in the topology of the total variation metric. 
Next we specialize Theorem 3.1 by considering sets Q induced by an 
extended real-valued function T: A + R. For a fixed function T: A + JR, let 
Qt= {Q EA: T(Q) ~ t}, t E JR. 
We first prove a technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P E A and let T: A + JR be a function which is T-upper semi-
continuous on the set r = {Q E A: K(Q,P) < 00 }. Then the function t +K(Qt,P), 
t E JR, is continuous from the left. 
PROOF. Let K: JR+ IR denote the function defined by t + K(Q ,P), t E JR. 
t 
Let { r } be a sequence in JR such that r t r for some r E JR satisfying 
m m 
K(r) < 00 • Since K is nondecreasing K(r) ~ K(r) < 00 for each m E JN and 
m 
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lim K(r) exists. For each m E JN there exists by Lemma 3.2 a pm Q EQr 
m-+"" m m m 
such that K(~,P) = K(rm) (note that {Q EA: T(Q) 2'. t and K(Q,P) s M} is 
,-closed for each t E ]Rand M 2'. O). Since K(~,P) s K(r) for each m, 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 imply the existence of a subsequence {Qm.} of{~} 
J 
and a pm Q EA such· that O + Q and K(Q,P) slim inf. K(Qm.,P) < 00 • 
"'m• T j+oo J 
It follows that T(Q) 2'. r si~ce Tis upper semicontinuous on rand since 
T(Qmj) 2'. rm. for each j E lN. Hence Q E Qr and K(r) s K(Q,P) s 
s limj➔oo K(Qmj'P) = limrn+<x> K(rm) s K(r). Thus limrn+<x> K(rm) = K(r) follows. 
The left continuity also holds for a point r E JR such that K(r) = 00 
• 00 
and K(r') < 00 for all r' < r. For if {K(rm)}m=l is uniformly bounded for a 
sequence {r} with r tr, then by the preceding line of argument there 
m m 
exists a pm Q E Q satisfying K(Q,P) < 00 in contradiction to K(r) = 00 D 
r 
THEOREM 3. 2. Let P E A a:nd let T: A + JR be a function which is ,-contin-
uous at each Q Er= {RE A: K(R,P) < 00 }. Then, if the function t + K(Qt,P), 
t E :JR, is continuous from the right at t = r a:nd if { u } is a sequence of 
n 
real numbers such that lim u = 0 n➔oo n ' 
(3.6) limn-I log Pr{T(P) 2'. r+u} = -K(Q ,P). 
n n r 
n+oo 
(Note that the continuity property of Tis stronger tha:n the property 
"T is continuous on r".) 
. PROOF. Again define the function K by K(t) = K(Qt,P). Since K is nondecreas-
ing it has at most countably many discontinuities. It is continuous from the 
left by LeIIIl!la 3.3 and continuous from the right at t = r by assumption. 
Let K(Q ,P) < 00 • Then there exists for each E > 0 a 8 > 0 such that 
r 
K(r) - E < K(r-8) s K(r) s K(r+o) < K(r) + E, where K is continuous at 
r-8 and r+o. 
The continuity of Tat each Q Er implies cl,(Qt) n r = Qt n r. Hence 
Moreover, if K is continuous from the right at t, 
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since r n Qt+y c {Q Er: T(Q) > t} c r n intT(Qt) for each y > O. Hence by 
Theorem 3.1 
Thus 
-1 .... 
-K(r) - E < -K(r+o) = limn log Pr{T(P) ~ r+o} 
n 
n-+oo 
-I .... :,; lim inf n log Pr{T(P) ~ r+u } 
n n 
n-+oo 
-1 .... 
:,; lim sup n log Pr{T(P) ~ r+u} 
n n 
n-+oo 
:,; lim sup -I log Pr{T(P) ~ r-o} n 
n 
n-+oo 
= -K(r-o) < -K(r) + E. 
limn-I log Pr{T(P) ~ r+u} = -K(r) = -K(Q ,P). 
n n r 
n-+oo 
The case K(Q ,P) = 00 may be dealt with along the same lines. The 
r 
details are omitted. 0 
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.2 continues to hold if T is an ]Rd -valued function 
d 
and rand {u} are vectors in JR. The proof is quite similar. 
n 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let F be a class of continuous ]Rd -valued functions defined on 
the Hausdorff space Sand compact in the compact-open topology. Let PE A 
be tight and assume that the one-dimensional marginals of Pf-I are non-
-I -I -1 
atomic for each f E F. Let d(Qf ,Rf ) be the distance between Qf and 
Rf-I defined in Lemma 2.1. 
SETHURAMAN (1964) proves (in the case that Sis a polish space) that 
for each E, 0 < E < 1, 
(3. 7) 
where 
lim n-l log Pr{supfEF d(Pnf- 1,Pf- 1) ~ E} = -K(E), 
n-+oo 
K(E) = min {(p+E)log((p+E)/p) + (l-p-E)log((l-p-E)/(1-p))}. 
O<p:,; 1-E 
-1 -1 Here we prove that the function T: A ➔ JR defined by T(Q) = supfEFd(Qf ,Pf ) 
is T-continuous at each Q Er satisfying K(Q,P) < 00 and hence that (3.7) 
20 
follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Let Q EA satisfy K(Q,P) < 00 and suppose that Tis not continuous at 
Q. Then there exists an e > 0 such that for each T-open neighborhood U of 
Q a pm QUE U and a function fU E F can be found satisfying 
(3. 8) 
(Note that for all pms R,R' E A one has IT(R)-T(R') Is supfEFd(Rf- 1,R'f- 1).) 
Let the set V = {U: U is a T-open neighborhood of Q} be directed by U > V 
iff Uc V. With this (partial) ordering on the set V, {fU: U EV} and 
{QU: U EV} are nets in F and A respectively. Since Fis compact in the 
compact-open topology, the net {fU: U EV} has a cluster point f E F. 
Let for x = (x(l) , ••• ,x(d)) E m.d the norm of x be defined by 
llxll = maxlsisdlx(i) I and let x s y iff x(i) :::; y(i), 1 s 1. s d. Since P is 
tight and K(Q,P) < 00 , Q is tight and hence there exists a compact set 
-1 Kc S such that Q(S\K) < ¼e. The pm Qf has non-atomic marginals since 
Pf-I has non-atomic marginals and Q << P. Hence there exists an n > 0 
such that 
IQ{s EK: f(s) s x} - Q{s EK: f(s) s y}I < ¼e 
if II x-'yll < n. By Lennna 2. 1 we can choose a t-open neighborhood u0 of Q 
such that d(Rf-l ,Qf- 1) < !e and R(S\K) < ¼e if RE u0 • Since f is a cluster 
point of the net {fU: U EV} there exists at-open neighborhood Uc u0 of 
Q such that supsEKilfU(s) - f(s)II < n. Because QU E U c u0 one has 
+ supdlQu{sEK: fu(s)sx}-Q{sEK: fu(s):::;x}I 
XE1R. 
< sup IQu{sEK: f(s) sx}-Q{sEK: f(s) sx}l+½e 
XE ]Rd 
< d(Quf-l ,Qf- 1) + ie < e. 
This contradicts (3.8) and hence Tis T-continuous at Q. Let 
Q = 
E 
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{Q EA: T(Q) ~ E} for O < E < 1. It has been shown by HOEFFDING (1967) 
that K(Q ,P) = K(E) and that K is continuous in E for O < E < 1. Thus (3.7) 
E 
follows from Theorem 3.2. 
For one sample Theorem 1 in HOADLEY (1967) is a particular case of our 
Theorem 3.2. in Hoadley's theorem S = lR, P is a non-atomic pm on lR and T 
is a real-valued uniformly continuous function with respect to the topologyp. 
Actually HOADLEY (1967) proves a more general theorem where Tis not 
merely a function of one but of several empirical pms. This setup is of {n-
terest in problems concerning k samples. The results obtained so far in 
this section can also be generalized to the k-sample case. We briefly in-
dicate how this works out. 
Let X. 1, ••• ,X. be i.i.d. random variables taking values in S i, i,n. 
according to a pm P. E i A, 1 :::; i:,:; k, and assume that the sample sizes n. tend 
i k i 
to infinity in such a way that lim.. n./N = v., where N = l· 1 n. and N-),<:O i i i= i 
v. > O, 1:,:; i:,:; k. (We remark in passing that the condition n./N- v. = i i i 
= O(N-l log N) in HOADLEY (1967) is unnecessarily restrictive.) The empirical 
pm of the i-th sample will be denoted by Pin·, 1 :::; i:::; k. A is endowed with 
, i 
the topology T and Ak is given the product topology. 
Let P = (P 1, ... ,Pk) E Ak and v = (v 1, ••• ,vk) E (o,1f where It=l vi= I. 
Let P = P1 x ••• x Pk be a partition of sk consisting of product sets 
B1 • x ••• x Bk J. where Bi J •• belongs to a partition Pi of S for 1 :::; i:::; k. 
,J 1 . , k ' i k 
Then we define for Q = (Q 1, ••• ,Qk) EA and a set Q c Ak 
k 
I (Q,P) = I v.K(Q.,P.), 
v i= l i i i 
I (Q,P) = inf I (Q,P) 
\/ QEQ \/ 
and 
k 
I p(Q,P) = I v.Kp (Q.,P.), 
\)' i= 1 i i i i I p(n,P) = inf I p(Q,P). V, QEQ V, 
By making small changes in the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 one obtains 
the following corollaries. 
I (int(Q),P) = I (cl(Q),P). 
\) \) 
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Then 
lim N-l log Pr{(P 1 , ••• ,Pk ) E Q} = N~ ,nl ,nk -I (Q,P). V 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let P = (P1, ••• ,Pk) 
each Q Er= {RE Ak: I (R,P) < 00 } 
V 
k k -
E A , let T: A + JR be continuous at 
k 
and let Qt= {Q EA : T(Q) ~ t}, t E lR. 
Then, if the function t + Iv(Qt,P) is continuous fPom the Pight at t = r 
and if {~} is a sequence of Peal nwnbePs such that ~ + O, 
lim N-l log Pr{T(P 1 , ••• ,Pk ) ~ r+u..} = -I (Q ,P). N~ ,n1 ,nk i'l v r 
4. LINEAR FUNCTIONS OF EMPIRICAL PMS 
Several important statistics are in fact linear functions of empirical 
pms. For example, if S = JR, the sample mean n-l lr=l Xi may be written as 
T(P ), where Tis defined by 
n 
T(Q) = I x dQ(x) 
lR 
for all Q EA with bounded support. Note that Tis a lineaP function, i.e. 
T(a.Q+ (1-a.)R) = a.T(Q) + (1-a.)T(R), 0:,:; a.:,:; 1. Although Tis not .-continuous 
at any pm Q, Tis .-continuous on each set {Q EA: Q([-M,M]) = 1}, where M 
is a fixed positive number. This property suggests that large deviation 
theorems might be obtained by first truncating the underlying pm and sub-
sequently taking limits, letting the support of the truncated pm tend to S. 
It turns out that this kind of truncation is more convenient than trunca-
tion of functionals T. Slightly different truncation arguments are systemat-
ically used in BAHADUR (1971) and HOADLEY (1967). 
For the purpose of truncation we introduce conditional pms. If B c S 
is a Borel set and Q EA satisfies Q(B) > O, the conditional pm QB is 
defined by QB(C) = Q(C!B), CE 8. For r c A and BE 8 with P(B) > O, we 
write Pr{P Ef!B} to denote Pr{P Er IX. EB, I:,:; i:,:; n}. 
n n 1 
The following lennna explains why truncation is a useful approach. 
LEMMA 4. I. Let P E A and Zet B1 c B2 c ••• · be an increasing sequence of 
Borel sets in S such that lim P(B) =I.Let 11.* = {Q EA: Q(B) = I 
m+<x> m m 
for an m E JN}. Then, for each subset Q of A * 
lim K(rl,PB) = K(Q,P). 
m+<x> m 
PROOF. Fix£> O. Let mO E ]N be so large that I log P(BmO) I <£.Write 
Pm = PB , m E ]N. Then 
m 
K(Q,P) ~ K(Q,P) + £ 
m . 
for all Q EA and m ~ m0 • 
The inequality is trivially true if K(Q,P ) = 00 and is a consequence of 
m 
K(Q,P)- K(Q,P) = -log P(B) if K(Q,P) < 00 • It follows that K(rl,P) ~ 
m m m 
~ lim inf K(Q,P ). To prove the leIIllila it still must be shown that 
m+oo m 
conversely 
(4.1) K(rl,P) ~ lim sup K(rl,P ). 
m 
m+oo 
The inequality is obvious if K(rl,P) = 00 • Hence assume K(rl,P) < 00 and let 
Q E Q satisfy K(Q,P) < K(rl,P) + £. Since Q E 11.*, there exists an m0 E ]N 
such that Q(Bm0) =I.Hence 
lim sup K(Q,P) ~ lim K(Q,P) = K(Q,P) < K(Q,P) + £ 
m m 
m+<x> rrt+-0" 
implying (4.1). D 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let PE A, Zet Ebe a real Hausdorff topological vector space 
and Zet B 1 c B2 c ••• be an increasing sequence of Borel sets of S such that 
lim P (B ) = I. Let '¥ = { Q E A: Q (B ) = I } for m E ]N and Ze t A* = 
m+oo m m m 
= U00 1 '¥. Let T: 11.* +Ebe a ~unction whose restriction Tl'¥ is linear and m= m J' m 
T-continuous at each Q E '¥ such that K(Q,P) < 00, for each m E JN. 
m 
If A is a convex subset of E with closure A and interior AO satisfying 
K(T- 1(A0),P) < 00, then 
(4.2) -1 - I limn log Pr{T(P) EA}= -K(T- (A),P). 
n 
n➔oo 
PROOF. Assume without loss of generality that P(B 1) > O. Let Pm= 
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m E JN'. By Lemma 4. l K(T-I (Ao) ,P) 
assume without loss of generality 
We shall first prove 
-1 0 
= lim K(T (A ),P ). Hence we may also 
m+oo_l O m 
that K(T (A ) ,P ) < 00 for each m E JN'. 
m 
(4. 3) K(T-l CA) ,P ) for each m E JN. 
m 
Fix £ > 0 and m E JN. There exists 
K(Q,P) < K(T- 1(A),P) +£and a pm RE 
m m 
a pm Q E T- 1(A) which satisfies 
T-l(AO) such that K(R,P) < 00 • 
m 
(Note that Q,R E ljl .) Proceeding as in the proof 
m 
using the linearity of Tjf one obtains (4.3). 
-I m 
Let SJ = T (A), let ljl* = {Q E ljl : K(Q,P) < 
m m 
of Corollary 3.1 and 
00 } and let T denote the 
m 
relative T-topology on ljl, m E JN. Since the restriction 
m * * -l - * 
of T to ljl is 
m 
T -continuous 
m 
n intT (SJnf) 
m m 
at each Q E ljl , one has f n T (A) ~ ljl 
* _1 ~ m m ~ f n T (A). Hence, by (4.3) 
m 
* n clT (SJnf ) ~ 1¥ 
m m m 
(4.4) K(cl (SJnljl ),P) = K(int (SJn1 ),P ), for each m E JN. 
T m m T m m 
m m 
Let y = lim sup -1 log Pr{T(P) E A} and let k E JN be n 
-1 n-+<x> n -k log Pr{T(Pk) EA} 2': y-£. Since lim Pr{T(Pk) E A I B } = m+oo m 
= Pr{T(l\) E A} there exists mo E ]N such that 
-I A 
k log Pr{T(Pk) EA B } 2': y-2E 
m 
for all m 2': m0 • 
Hence form 2': m0 
(4.5) lim sup -I log Pr{T(P) E A I B } n n m 
n-+<x> 
2': lim (kj) -1 log(Pr{T(Pk) E A I B } ) j 
j-+<x> m 
-1 log Pr{T(Pk) E A I B } y-2£. = k 2': m 
such that 
n 
The first inequality in (4.5) follows from the convexity of A, the linearity 
I • ... 
of T on 1¥ and the property P = j- l~ 1 Pk . , where n = m n ·i= , i 
empirical pm of the random variables X(i-I)k+J'"""'Xik' 
By (4.4), Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 
... jk and Pk. is the 
,i 
s i s j. 
= lim n-l log Pr{P E Q I B} = -K(Q,P ). 
n m m 
n-+oo 
Lennna 4.1 and-(4.5) now imply 
y-2£ :o; lim lim n-l log Pr{T(Pn) EA I Bm} 
m-+<x> n-+oo 
= -lim K(T- 1(A),P) = -K(T-l(A),P). 
m 
m-+<x> 
-1 
Thus y :o; -K(T (A),P). 
Conversely, for any m,n E lN 
25 
-1 -
n log Pr{T(P) EA}~ 
n 
n-l log Pr{T(P) EA I B} + log P(B ). 
n m m 
Hence, by the first part of the proof and Lemma 4.1 
lim inf n-l log Pr{T(P) EA} 
n 
-1 -~ lim [lim inf n log Pr{T(P) EA I B} + log P(B )] 
n m m 
= lim -K(T- 1(A),Pm) = -K(T- 1(A),P). 0 
m-+<x> 
COROLLARY 4.1. In Theorem 4.1 let Tl~ be linear and weakly continuous for 
n 
each n E lN. Then (4.2) holds for each subset A of E and P E A satisfying 
one of the following conditions: 
(i) A is convex and K(T- 1(Ao),P) < oo 
(ii) A is open, Pis Lindelof inner regular and K(T- 1(A),P) = 00 
(iii) A is open and convex and Pis Lindelof inner regular. 
PROOF. Under condition (i) the result follows from Theorem 4.1 since weak 
continuity implies T-continuity of Tl~. Since condition (iii) implies 
n 
either (i) or (ii), it remains to consider condition (ii). 
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Suppose A is open and K(T- 1(A),P) < 00 ~ Assume without loss of general-
ity P(B 1) > O. For each m E JN let Pm be the conditional pm PBm• We first 
show that P (supp(P )) = I. 
m m 
Let Am= Bm n (supp(P)\supp(Pm)). Since P(supp(P)) = 1 by the inner 
regularity of P, it suffices to prove P(A) = 0. For all x EA let U be 
m m x 
a neighborhood of x in S such that P (U) = 0 and put U = U A U. Fix· 
m X XE.'ID X 
£ > O. Again by the inner regularity of P there exists a Lindelof subspace 
V c U satisfying P(V) > P(U)- £. Since V may be covered by countably many 
sets Ux' it is seen that Pm(V) = 0 and hence 
P(A) ~ P(UnB) = P((U\V) n B) < £, 
m m m 
implying P(A) = 0, 
m 
-1 Next we prove that T (A) does not contain pms with finite support 
in B n supp(P ), implying Pr{T(P) E AjB} = 0 for all m,n E JN and hence 
m m n m 
Pr{T (P ) E A} = 0 for all n E IN in accordance with ( 4. 2) • 
n 
Fix m E JN and let Q0 EA have finite support supp(Q0) c Bm n supp(Pm). 
Suppose T(Q0 ) EA. The weak continuity of TJ~m implies that there is a weak 
neighborhood V of Q0 such that T(Vn~m) c A. By Lemma 2.5 (with P replaced 
by P) the set V contains a pm 
m -1 
QV such that K(QV,Pm) < 00 • It follows that 
< 00 , in contradiction to K(T- 1(A),P) = 
m 
QV E ~ and hence K(T (A),P) 
m m 
K(T- 1(A),P) = 00 • Therefore T(Q0) i A, as required. □ 
Consider the particular case that Sis a locally convex (Hausdorff) 
topological vector space. BAHADUR & ZABELL (1978) have shown that for each 
convex open set Ac S 
(4.6) lim n- 1 log Pr{n-l 
n--+= 
n 
I 
i=l 
x. E A} 
1 
exists and is equal to -K(M(A),P), where M(A) c A is the set of pms with 
expectation in A (their Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 3.3). This theorem, together 
with other methods to evaluate the limit, is derived under the condition 
that the pm P and its convolutions satisfy certain inner regularity condi-
tions. 
Another version of their result can also be deduced from Corollary 4.1. 
For this purpose integrals of functions taking values in vector spaces are 
needed. Let Ebe a copy of the locally convex topological vector space S, 
let E 1 be the dual of E (i.e. the space of continuous real-valued linear 
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functionals on E) and let E'* be the algebraic dual of E' (i.e. the space of 
real-valued linear functionals on E'). For y EE, y' EE', y•* EE'* write 
* * <y,y'> = y'(y) and <y' ,y'> = y' (y'). Finally, let B be a compact subset 
of S, let fB be the set of pms on the Borel cr-field of Band let C(B) de-
note the space of continuous functions f: B + E. Then the integral of 
f E C(B) with respect to a pm Q E fB' denoted by JB fdQ or JB f(x)dQ(x), 
* is an element of E' defined by the relation 
<fBfaQ ,y'> = f <f(x),y'> dQ(x) 
B . 
for each y' EE' (cf. BOURBAKI (1965), p.74-82). 
A 
Let Ebe the completion of E induced by the uniformity compatible with 
.... 
the topology on E. Each element y EE can be identified with an element of 
E'* by identifying y with the linear form y' + <y,y'> on E' (where E' is 
identified with E'). 
With this identification we have the following two fundamental 
propert_i_es of the integral for each f E C(B): (a) the closure of the 
convex hull of f(B) in Eis equal to the set {JB fdQ: Q E fB}, and (b) the 
map t: Q + JB fdQ is the unique weakly continuous linear mapping from fB 
into E such that t(Q) = l~=l f(xi)Q({xi}) for each pm Q with finite support 
{x 1, ... ,xk} (cf. BOURBAKI (1965), loc.cit.). 
Now suppose PE A is tight. Then there exists an increasing sequence 
of compact subsets B1 c B2 c ••. of S such that lim P(B) = I. In the n-+oo n 
notation of Theorem 4.1 define T: A*+ Eby 
(4. 7) T(Q) = JB x dQ(x), Q E f (m E lN) • m 
m 
Since JB <x,y'> dQ(x) = J <x,y'>dQ(x) if Q(B) = Q(B) = I, the value Bn m n 
of T(Q) ~oes not depend on the choice of B. Moreover, by property (b) 
m 
mentioned above, T(Pn) = n-I l~=l Xi and Tlfn is linear and weakly con-
tinuous for each n E E. Hence Corollary 4.1 implies that (4.6) exists and 
is equal to -K(T-I (A) ,P) under the conditions (i), (ii) or (iii). Apart 
from pms with non-compact support, the set T- 1(A) coincides with the set 
M(A) appearing in the result of BAHADUR & ZABELL (1978). 
Note that we required P to be tight. If P satisfies the additional 
condition sup{P(K): K compact and convex}= 1, then by property (a) 
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above T can be defined as a function T: A* -+ E (instead of E) since the 
sets B can be chosen compact and convex in this case. 
n 
Thus we have proved 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be a Zocally convex (Hausdorff) topological vector 
space and let PE A be tight. Then the lirrrit (4.6) exists and is equal 
to -K(T-l(A),P)., with T defined by (4.7)., if A EB and P satisfy one of 
the conditions 
(i) A is convex and K(T- 1(Ao),P) < 00 
-1 (ii) A is open., Pis Lindelof inner regular and K(T (A),P) = 00 
(iii) A is open and convex and Pis Lindelof inner regular. 
5. A d-DIHENSIONAL CHERNOFF-TYPE THEOREM 
Consider d-dimensional i.i.d. random variables x1,x2 , ••• taking values 
in S = ]Rd (d 2: 1). Let A*= {Q E A: Q has compact support}. In this sec-
tion the map T: A* -+ 1R.d is defined by T(Q) == f d x dQ(x), Q E A*. In 
lR 
CHERNOFF (1952) the following large deviation theorem was proved for the 
cased= 
lim n-l log Pr{n-l 
Il-¥<> 
n 
I 
i=l 
I tx X. 2: r} = -sup{ tr - log e 
1. t2:O 1R. 
dP (x)} 
for any r E 1R. and P E A 1 
-1 In 
(as was noted in the previous section, the sample 
-
mean n . 1 X. is equal 1.= l. to T(P )). With the help of Corollary 4.2 we shall n 
generalize this theorem to the case d > l • 
Related results about limits of the form (4.6) have been obtained by 
d LANFORD ( 1972) who considered open convex sets A c ]R a1:d more recently by 
BARTFAI (1977) who assumed A c JR.a to be open and either convex or bounded. 
Our results are in a certain sense complementary to those of SIEVERS 
(1975), who gives sufficient conditions to reduce limits of the form 
lim n -I log Pr{TnEA}, A c ]Rd, A E B to limits of the form 
n-¥<> 
-1 (1) (d) } limn~ n log Pr{Tn * x 1, ••• ,Tn * xd , where the *'s are either 2: or 
~ and T = (T(l) , ••• ,T(d)) is a random variable taking values in ]Rd. Here 
n n n 
we shall give explicit expressions for the latter limits in the case that 
T is the sample mean. 
n 
We introduce the following notation. The i-th component of a vector 
x E ]Rd is denoted by x(i) and the inner product of two vectors x,y E ]Rd 
by x'y. The following ordering relations on Rd will be used: x 2: y iff 
x(i) 2: y(i) (1 ~ i ~ d) and x > y iff x(i) > y(i) (1 ~ i ~ d). Furthermore 
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d d lRd b Ac, 1R = {x E lR : x ~ O}. We denote the complement of a set A c . y 
+ 
its interior by Ao, its closure by A and its boundary by aA (always in the 
Euclidean topology). For Q EA* the integral fm.d x dQ(x) denotes the 
vector of marginal means of Q. To avoid confusion, the letters a, S, Y, 
o and E will always. denote real numbers. 
and 
d For r E 1R and P E A we define 
nr = {Q EA* J x dQ(x) ~ r} 
:Rd 
With these notations the following theorem will be proved. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let PE A and r E (a~)c. Then, for eaah sequenae {un} in lRd 
suah that lim u = O, n-+oo n 
-1 -1 n (5. I) limn log Pr{n I x. ~ r+u} = -K(n ,P) l. n r n-+oo i=l 
and 
(5.2) K(n ,P) {t'r - log J. t'x = sup e dP(x)}. r tElRd 
+ lRd 
Moreover, the supremum on the right-hand sick of (5.2) is aahieved if 
r E ~• 
Theorem 5.1 generalizes Chernoff's theorem to d-dimensional vectors, 
but does not cover the case r Ea~. Relation (5.2) extends results by 
HOEFFDING (1965) and CSISZAR (1975, Theorem 3.3) who both considered sets 
nr of the type {Q EA: JJR.d x dQ(x) = r} assuming finiteness of the moment 
generating function of Pin a neighborhood of the origin. 
The following example demonstrates that (5.1) may fail if r is a 
boundary point of~-
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let d = 2 and define the pm P by P({a}) = P({b}) =½,where 
l l -1 \n a= (1,0) and b = (0,1). Let r = ( 2 , 2), hence r Ea~. Since Pr{n li=lxi 
> r} = (~) z-2 for n even and= 0 for n odd, the limit in the left-
- 2n 
hand member of (5.1), with u = O, does not exist in this case (the limes 
n 
inferior is - 00 , the limes superior is O). It is easily verified that 
K(nr,P) = o. 
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The next theorem provides some more information about the exceptional 
case r Ea~. It asserts the existence of a supporting hyperplane through 
r of the support of P with some special properties. 
THEOREM 5. 2. Let P 
ll (r) = {x E lRd: 
s d 
EA and r Ea~. Then there exists a hyperplane 
s'x = s'r} through rand a corresponding half-space 
s'x > s'r}., wheres E lR~ ands~ O., with the follow-JH* ( r) = { x € lR : 
s 
ing properties 
(i) P(IB*(r)) = 
s 
* 0 and P(IB (p)) > 0 for each p < r 
s 
(ii) If r E ~ n a~., then P(JH s (r)) > O 
(iii) 
(iv) 
C If r E ~ n a~ and P(JHs(r)) = 0., then (5.1) and (5.2) hold 
If P(JH (r)) = P({r}) > 0., then (5.1) and (5.2) hold provided 
s 
u = 0 for all large n E 1N. 
n 
Consider the case d = l. If r E a~, then the hyperplane ]Hs (r) of 
Theorem 5.2 reduces to the point {r} and either (iii) or (iv) are satis-
fied. Hence Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 together contain the original one-dimen-
sional theorem of Chernoff. 
If Pis absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on 
1Rd, case (ii) of Theorem 5.2 cannot occur and (iii) holds. Hence Theorems 
5.1 and 5.2 yield. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let PE A and suppose Pis absolutely continuous with 
d 
respect to Lebesgue measure on lR.. Then (5.1) and (5.2) hold for each 
r E lR.d and each sequence { u } in 1Rd tending to the zero vector. 
n 
and 
Henceforth the sets B c ]Rd and~ c A form E ](\:/ are defined by 
m m 
B 
m 
d 
= {x E JR : Ix. I~ m, l ~ i ~ d} 1. 
~ = {Q EA: Q(Bm) = l}. 
m 
For any m E ~~ and Q EA such that Q(Bm) > 0 the conditional pm~ 1.s 
defined by ~(B) = Q(BJBm), BE B. 
Before proving the theorems we first establish two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. l. Let P E A. Then ~ is convex and the function s ➔ K(Qs, P), 
d . dh . 0 s E 1R , 1.-s convex an ence cont1.-nuous on AP. 
PROOF. This is an easy consequence of the.convexity of the function 
a+ a log a, a> 0 and the linearity of the function Q + f:m_d x dQ(x) 
* on A • D 
* d LEMMA 5.2. Let r be a non-empty convex subset of A and -Z.et p e: :m. • 
Consider the system of d ineq7!!l,Ziti(!S 
(5.3) f x dQ(x) > p. 
:m.d 
Then either there is a so-Z.ution Q e: r of (5.3) or, a-Z.ternative-Z.y, there 
d 
exists t e: :m.+, t :/: O, such that 
(5.4) t' f x dQ(x) ~ t'p 
:m.d 
for au Q € r. 
PROOF. This is Theorem I in FAN, GLICKSBERG & HOFFMAN (1957), specialized 
to the present situation. D 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. Since any pm on the Borel sets of :m.d is tight, 
Corollary 4.2 implies that (5.1) is satisfied if re: AO and u = 0 for p n 
all n e: lN. By a similar argument as we used 
general sequences {u} may be dealt with. If n . 
K(Qr,P) = 00 • Moreover, choosing r 0 e: ~ such 
-I ,n -I ,n 
n, Pr{n l· 1 X. ~ r+u} ~ Pr{n l· 1 X. > 1= 1 n 1= 1 
in proving Theorem 3.2, more 
- C 
re: (~) then obviously 
that r+u > r 0 for all large 
0 n 
r} and another application 
of Corollary 4.2 (invoking condition (ii)) yields (5.1) in this case too. 
We proceed to prove (5.2). First 
Q e: Q, K(Q,P) < 00 , q = dQ/dP and t e: 
r 
note that by Jensen's inequality 
0 
consider the case that re:~- Let 
d lR+. Following HOEFFDING (1967), we 
K(Q,P) ~ K(Q,P) + t'(r- f x dQ(x)) 
lR.d 
= t'r - f 
q>O 
t 'x log{e /q(x)}dQ(x) 
~ t'r - log f et'xdP(x) 
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and hence 
K(Qr,P) ;::: supd {t'r - log f 
tdR+ 1Rd 
It still must be shown that conversely 
(5.5) K(Q ,P) ~ 
r 
supd { t 'r - log 
tE1R+ f 
1Rd 
t'x 
e dP(x)}. 
t 'x 
e dP(x)}. 
First suppose that P has compact support, i.e. P(B) = I for suffic-
m 
iently large m E JN. Since '¥ is T-closed and the restriction of T to '¥ 
m m 
is T-continuous, Q n '¥ is T-closed and hence, by Lennna 3.2, there exists 
r m 
a pm Q E Q such that 
r 
(5. 6) 
The supporting hyperplane theorem, the convexity of the function 
t + K(Qt,P) and its monotonicity in each argument t(i) imply the existence 
d 
of s E 1R + such that 
(5. 7) for all t E ~-
I 
Let S (s) = f ]Rd es xdP(x) and let the pm Q be defined by its density 
s'x d q = dQ/dP given by q(x) = e /S(s), x E JR • Then 
(5. 8) K(Q,P) = s' J x dQ(x) - log S(s). 
JR.cl 
Application of (5.6) and (5.7), with t = JIR.a x dQ(x), yields 
(5.9) K(Q,P) ;::: K(Q,P) + SI ( J x dQ(x) - r). 
1Rd 
Since 
f f X 
-
K(Q,P) - K(Q,Q) = log q(x)dQ(x) = SI dQ(x) - log S(s) 
1Rd JR.cl 
we have by (5. 8) and (5. 9) 
f X -(5. IO) K(Q,Q) = K(Q,P) - s' dQ(x) + log S(s) = 
JR.cl 
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= K(Q,P) - K(Q,P) + s I ( I x dQ(x) - I x dQ(x)) 
lR.d ]Rd 
~ s' (r - I x dQ(x)) ~ o. 
JR.d 
It follows that K(Q,Q) = 0, hence Q = Q and therefore 
(5. 11) K(Q ,P) = K(Q,P) = s'r - log f 
. r 
lR.d 
s 'x 
e dP(x). 
This proves (5.5) for P with compact support. (We note 1.n passing that by 
(5.10) s(i) > 0 implies f]Rd x(i)dQ(x) = r(i).) 
There is also another line of argument to reach this conclusion. One 
first proves that the function t + t'r - f]Rd et'xdP(x) attains its 
suprerµum on the set JR~ for some s E JR~, defines Q with this s as before 
and shows by considering partial derivatives that Q E Q and finally by 
r 
Jensen's inequality that (5.11) is indeed satisfied. However, the present 
proof seems to be more direct. 
r E 
Now let P E /\. be arbitrary. For each m E 1N such that P(B ) > 0 and 
m 
AO there exists by (5. 7) s E ]Rd satisfying ~ m + 
for each t E Ap. Hence 1.n view of Lennna 4.1 
m 
lim sup s'(t-r) ~ K(Qt,P) - K(Q ,P) 
m r 
for each t > r, t E Ap, implying that {sm} has a convergent subsequence 
{sffiu}. Let limn~ sffiu = s. By Lennna 4.1, (5.11) and Fatou's lemma 
K(Qr,P) = lim K(Qr,P~) 
n~ 
= lim {s' r - log 
mn I 
JR.d 
n~ 
exp(s' x)dP (x)} 
mn ~ 
~ s'r - log I exp(s'x)dP(x). 
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0 Thus (5.5) is proved in this case too and (5.2) follows for r E AP. 
It remains to prove (5.2) in the case r E (A~)o. Let p E (~)O, 
* p < r. Apply Lennna 5.2 with r = {Q EA : K(Q,P) < 00 }. Since (5.3) does 
not hold, there exists s E JR~, s # O, such that 
(5. 12) s' I x dQ(x) ~ s'p 
lRd 
for all Q E r. 
It follows that (with the notation of Theorem 5.2) 
(5. 13) P (lH * (p)) = 0. 
s 
For suppose that (5.13) does not hold. Let A be a compact subset of m*(p) 
s 
such that P(A) > O, and let Q be the conditional pm defined by Q(B) = 
= P(BIA), BE B. Then K(Q,P) = -log P(A) < 00 and s'fJRd x dQ(x) > s'p, in 
contradiction to (5.12). Hence 
log f 
lRd 
2 lim -
a~ 
log J exp{as'(x-p) + as'(p-r)}dP(x) 
]Rd 
and the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. D 
* PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2. Let r E a~ and put r = {Q EA: K(Q,P) < 00 }. 
Applying Lemma 5.2 with p = r, (5.3) is obviously not satisfied and hence 
d there exists s E lR+, s :/: O, such that 
s' I x dQ(x) ~ s'r 
lRd 
for all Q E r. 
It will be demonstrated that for this vector s, JH (r) and ]H * (r) have the 
s s 
required properties. 
(i) The proof of P(JH*(r)) = 0 is similar to the derivation of (5.13) 
s O * from (5.12). Let p < r, hence p E Ai,· Then P(JHs(p)) > 0. For 
otherwise every pm Q Er would satisfy s' f:m.d x dQ(x) ~ s'p, in 
contradiction to the existence of a pm Q Er with the property 
J ]Rd x dQ (x) ·> p. 
(ii) Supposer E ~na~. In that case a pm Q Er exists such that 
f:m.d x dQ(x) ~ r. Hence Q(JHs(r) u rn:(r)) > 0 and therefore, 
as a consequence of Q << P and (i), P(1H (r)) > O. 
s 
(iii) Let r E ~na~ and P(JH 8 (r)) = 0. In this case K(rlr,P) = 00 since 
r EA'!:.. Moreover, since P(JH*(r) u 1H (r)) = O, 
--p s s 
supd { t 'r - log 
tElR+ I ]Rd 
~ -lim 
a~ 
exp{as'(x-r)}dP(x) = 00 
by dominated convergence and (5.2) is proved. Finally, by liarkov's 
inequality, for any t E JR~ and un E ]Rd, 
-1 n n Pr{n I x. ~ r+u} ~ Pr{ I t'X. ~ nt'(r+u)} 
i=l l. n i=l · l. n 
n 
~ E exp{ I t'X.}/exp{nt'(r+u )} 
i=l l. n 
= ( I exp{t'(x-r-un)}dP(x) )n. 
]Rd 
Hence, if lim u = o, 
n~ n 
-1 -1 n lim n log Pr{n I x. ~ r+u} l. n 
n~ i=l 
~ - sup (-log d I exp{t'(x-r)}dP(x)) = -oo tEJR+ lRd 
and (5.1) is established. 
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(iv) Let y = P(IB (r)) = P({r}) > O. Since in 
s 
this case Q E r nQ 
Q({r}) = I, K(Q ,P) =-logy. 
-1 r 
It is also readily seen that 
Pr{n \~ 1 X. ~ r} = Pr{X. = r, L-i= i i 
n $ i $ n} = y and hence 
iff 
r 
I -1 \n limn-+<» n- log Pr{n li=l Xi~ r} =logy, proving (5.1) for 
u = O. By dominated convergence 
n 
~ -lim log 
a-+<» 
exp{as'(x-r)}dP(x) = -logy. 
The reverse inequality is obtained by Markov's inequality, as in 
the last lines of the proof of (iii). Thus (5.2) is also establish-
ed and the proof of the theorem is complete. D 
6. LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF ORDER STATISTICS 
In this section x1,x2 , ••• are real-valued i.i.d. random variables 
with distribution function (df) F. Instead of A1, the set of pms on 
(JR, B), we shall consider the set D of one dimensional dfs. If GED, 
the corresponding pm in A1 will be denoted by PG. A set of dfs A in D 
will be called T-open (or p-open) if the set of pms {PG E A 1: GE A} is 
open in the topology T (or p) defined on A1• The topologies T and p on D 
are defined by these T-open and p-open sets respectively. Obviously all 
results on large deviations for pms on JR lead to corresponding results 
for dfs on JR, so we freely use the theory of the preceding sections. 
For convenience of notation we write K(G,F) instead of K(PG,PF) and 
similarly we write K(Q,F) to denote infGEQ K(PG,PF) if Q is a subset of 
D. For GED the inverse G-l is defined in the usual way by G- 1(u) = 
= inf{x E JR: G(x) ~ u}. 
Suppose J: [0,1] ➔ JR is an L-integrable function, i.e. J~!J(u)!du <co. 
We consider linear combinations of order statistics of the form 
-(6. 1) T(F) 
n 
I 
= f 
0 
--1 J(u)F (u)du, 
n 
.... 
where Fn denotes the empirical df of x 1, ••• ,Xn, or in a perhaps more 
familiar notation 
(6. 2) 
.... 
T(F) = 
n 
n 
I 
i=l 
C • X. ' n,i i:n 
Ji/n where cn,i = (i-l)/n J(u)du and Xi:n is the i-th order statistic of 
x 1, ••• ,Xn. These statistics are sometimes called L-estimators, cf. 
HUBER (1972). For a more recent discussion we refer to BICKEL & LEHMANN 
(1975). 
(6. 3) 
.... 
Related to the statistics T(F) are the sets 
n 
l 
Qt= {GED: f J(u)G- 1(u)du 2 t, 
0 
l f IJ(u)G- 1(u) !du< 00 }, 
0 
where t E JR. 
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The following large deviation theorem is a consequence of the preced-
ing theory. 
THEOREM 6. I. Let F E D, let J: [0, l] -+ JR be an L-integrahle function and 
let [a,S] be the smallest closed interval containing the support of J. 
Then, for each sequence {u} of real numbers such that lim u = O, 
n n+oo n 
(6. 4) -1 .... limn log Pr{T(F) 2 r+u} = -K(Q ,F) 
n n r 
n➔oo 
if J,F and r E JR satisfy the conditions 
(i) t-+ K(Qt,F), t E JR, is continuous from the right at t = r 
(ii) - 00 < sup{x E JR: F(x) :,; a} :,; inf{x E JR: F(x) 2 S} < 00 • 
Moreover, (i) is certainly satisfied if one of the following pairs of 
conditions holds: 
(a) J 2 O on an interval (y,o) and f0 J(u)du > 0 y 
(b) Fis continuous, 
or 
(c) the support of J is an interval, J 2 0 and J~ J(u)du > O 
(d) F is continuous at r 1 = r / J~ J(u)du. 
Finally, if r 1 is a discontinuity point of F then (6.4) holds provided 
conditions (ii) and (c) are satisfied and u :,; 0 for all large n E JN. 
n 
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REMARK 6.1. Condition (ii) of Theorem 6.1 is satisfied if PF has compact 
support or if O <a< 8 < I. 
REMARK 6.2. The second part of Theorem 6.1 illustrates a phenomenon known 
from proofs of asymptotic normality of linear combinations of order 
statistics: with strong conditions on the underlying df F only weak con-
ditions on the score functions are needed and vice versa. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. Let A= [a,S], let B be the smallest interval con-
taining the support of PF and let IA and IB denote the indicator functions 
of A and B respectively. Then 
I 
= f T(F) n A-1 A-I J(u)IB(F (u))F (u)du n n 
0 
with probability one. Define the function T: D ➔ m by 
I 
(6.5) T(G) 
= f 
0 
-I -I J(u)IB(G (u))G (u)du, GED. 
The function Tis p-continuous. For a proof consider a sequence of dfs 
-I -I {G }, such that G~ ➔ G for a df GED. Then G ➔ G except perhaps on 
n u p n 
a countable number of discontinuity points of G- 1• Together with condi-
tion (ii) this implies that the functions IB(G: 1)G:1•IA, n E 1N, are uni-
formly bounded on the interval [O,l]. Hence lim T(G) = T(G) by 
n~ n 
dominated convergence implying that Tis p-continuous. The proof of (6.4) 
is now completed by an application of Theorem 3.2, since p-continuity 
implies T-continuity. 
In the proof of the other statements of the theorem we may assume 
that K(Q ,F) < 00 , since otherwise condition (i) is trivially satisfied. 
r 
Let GE n satisfy K(G,F) = K(Q ,F). The existence of G is assured by 
r r 
Lemma 3.2 and the fact that a p-closed set is also T-closed. 
First suppose that conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. Since 
PG<< PF, G is continuous. Let (y,o) be an interval satisfying condition 
(a) and let y1 and .e > 0 be numbers such that y1 E (y,o) and 
-I -I -I 
e < min{y 1-y,o-y 1}. Let c = G (y), d = G (o), c 1 = G (y 1) and let the 
df Ge be defined by its PG-density ge = dPGe/dPG given by 
{
(yl-y-£)/(yl-y), 
g£(x) = (o-y 1+£)/(o-y 1), 
1 , 
x E (c,c 1) 
x E [c 1 ,d) 
elsewhere. 
Then G- 1(u) > G- 1(u), u E (y,o) and G-l = 
£ £ 
G-l elsewhere. Note that G is 
£ 
derived from G by moving some probability mass of PG to the right 
interval (c,d). Since J(u) ~ 0 for u E (y,o) and f0 J(u)du > O, 
on the 
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o -I o -1 y J J(u)G (u)du > J J(u)G (u)du. Hence T(G) > T(G). Since lim ,. 0 K(G£,F) y £ y £ £--r 
= K(G,F), (i) follows. 
Next suppose that conditions (c) and (d) are satisfied. Without loss 
of generality assume J~ J(u)du = 1 and hence r 1 = r. Let again GE nr 
-1 -1 
satisfy K(G,F) = K(n ,F) < 00 • First suppose that G (a+O) < G (8). Then 
r 
there exists y E (a,8) such that G- 1(y+h) > G- 1(y) for each h > O. Let 
c = G- 1(y) (hence O < G(c) = y < 1) and let for O < £ < min{y,1-y} the 
df GE.be defined by its PG-density g£ = dPGE:/dPG given by 
-- {(y-£)/y , 
g (x) 
£ 
(1-y+E:) / (1-y)' 
X:,;:; C 
X > C. 
Then G-I ~ G-l and G- 1(u) > G- 1(u) for each u in a left-hand neighborhood 
£ I = I -I 
of y. Hence J0 J(u)G£ 1(u)du > J0 J(u)G (u)du for each£> 0. Since 
lim£+O K(GE:,F) = K(G,F), condition (i) follows. 
It remains to consider the case that G- 1(a+O) = G- 1(8) = b, say. 
f 1 -1 Then O J(u)G (u)du = b ~ r since GE nr. Supposer is a continuity point 
of F. Then PG<< PF implies PG({r}) = 0 and hence b > r, since bis a dis-
continuity point of G. It follows that K(nt,F) = K(nr,F) for all t E (r,b), 
implying (i). 
Now suppose that r is a discontinuity point of F and that b = r. Note 
that G(r-O):,;:; a in this case. If G(r-O) > 0 we proceed as follows. For 
0 < £ < G(r-O) define the df G by its density g = dPG /dPG given by £ £ £ 
__ {(G(r-O)-£)/G(r-O) , 
g (x) 
£ 
(I-G(r-O)+E:)/(l-G(r-O)), 
X < r 
X ~ r. 
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Then G (r-0) = G(r-0) - E ~ a-E, hence G E Q. Considering the partition 
E E r 
P = {(-00 ,r),[r, 00)} of JR it follows immediately that there is a T-open 
neighborhood of G contained in Q. Hence K(int (Q ),F) ~ K(G ,F), for 
E r T r E 
each E > 0. Since limE+O K(GE,F) = K(G,F), we have K(intT(Qr),F) ~ 
~ lim '·0 K(G ,F) = K(Q ,F), i.e. K(int (Q ),F) = K(Q ,F). The T-continuity CY E r T r r 
of T implies that Q is T-closed and hence Theorem 3.1 yields that (6.4) 
r 
holds provided u = 0 for all large n E JN. The left continuity of the 
n 
function t ➔ K(Qt,F) (Lemma 3.3) implies that (6.4) also holds if u ~ 0 
n 
for all large n E ]N (consider a sequence { t } in 1R such 
m 
and t ➔ K(Qt,F) is continuous at tm for each m E JN). 
that t tr 
m 
Finally suppose G(r-0) = 0. Let the df G' be defined by PG 1 (B) = 
= PF(Bn[r, 00))/PF([r, 00)), for each Borel set B. Then G' E Qr and K(G' ,F) ~ 
~ K(G,F), hence K(G,F) = K(G',F) = -log PF([r, 00)). Since Qr is T-closed, 
Lemma 2.4 implies that condition (A) of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. Hence 
-1 A lim sup n log Pr{F Erl}~ log PF([r, 00)). It is clear that conversely 
n➔oo n r 
1 . · f - I 1 Pr{ F,.. En } 1 · · f - I 1 P {X } im in n➔oo n og n ~•r ~ im in n➔oo n og r l:n ~ r = 
= log PF([r, 00)). Thus (6.4) holds provided un = 0 for all large n E JN. 
By the same argument as before (6.4) also holds if u ~ 0 for all large 
n 
n E lN. D 
REMARK 6.3. The continuity of a function which is essentially equivalent 
to the function Tin (6.5) has been pointed out by BICKEL & LEHMANN (1975). 
In fact there exists an interesting link between robust statistics and the 
theory of large deviations, since robustness of statistics T(F) may be 
n 
defined by continuity of the corresponding functionals Ton D with respect 
to some suitably chosen topology and since large deviations of these types 
of "continuous" functionals of empirical dfs can be tackled by the methods 
of this paper. Note that HOADLEY's (1967) Theorem l would not suffice to 
prove (6.4) since Tis in general not uniformly p-continuous (and Fis not 
assumed to be continuous). 
In applications the weight function J appearing in the definition of 
A 
the statistic T(F) may also depend on n. In this case Theorem 6.1 is not 
n 
immediately applicable, but the next theorem may be of use. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let F E D, let J (n E JN) and J be L-integrable functions 
n 
dEfined on [0,1] and let [a,S] be the smallest closed interval containing 
the support of J and the support of each Jn. Let Qt be defined by (6.3) 
for t E lR. Then, for each sequence of real nwribers { u } such that 
n 
lim u = 0 
n-+oo n ' 
1 
(6.6) lim n-l log Pr{f 
0 
"'-1 J (u)F (u)du 
n n 
2 r+u} = -K(Q ,F) 
n r 
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if J, F, a and 8 satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.1 and if the 
sequence {J} satisfies 
(iii) lim n. J01 IJ (u) - J(u) I = 0. n-+oo n . 
PROOF. The proof proceeds by a truncation argument. In accordance with 
section 5 we write B = [-m,m] and denote by G the conditional df defined 
m m 
by 
Pc (B) = P (BIB), 
m G m 
* Let D ={GED: PG(Bm) = 1 for some m E 1N}. By condition (i) there exists 
for each 11 > 0 a o > 0 and a df G E Qr+o satisfying K(G,F) ::; K(Qr,F) + 11. 
Since G E Q for large m and lim K(G ,F) = K(G,F), it follows that 
m r ~ m 
K(Q ,F) = K(Q no*,F). Hence by Lennna 4.1 lim K(Q ,F) = K(Q ,F). Fix 
r r m+<"' r m r 
€ > o. Then there exists N0 = N0 (m,s) such that for all n 2 NO 
1 1 I 
(6. 7) 1f 
"-I I J(u)F- 1(u)dul I I J ( u) - J ( u) j du < J (u)F (u)du - ::; m n n n n 
0 0 0 
if F- 1(u) EB , u E (O,l). For convenience of notation we shall write 
n m 
Pr{F EAi F- 1 (u) EB, uE (0,1)} = Pr{F EA I B} 
n n m n m 
if PF(Bm) > O. With this notation we have for each large m E 1N: 
1 
li:~nf n-I log Pr{f Jn(u)F: 1(u)du 2 r+un} 
0 1 
!s 
2 li:~nf n-I log Pr{f Jn(u)F: 1(u)du 2 r+unjBm} + log PF(Bm) 2 
0 
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l 
lim inf -1 log Pr{f ---1 r+½EIBm} + log PF(Bm) ~ n J(u)F (u)du ~ n n-+<x> 0 
~ -K(Q F) 
r+E' m + log PF(Bm). 
The last inequality holds by Theorem 6.1, since we may choose a continuity 
point rm E (r+½E,r+E) of the function t ➔ K(Qt,Fm). 
Since lim K(Q + F) = K(Q + ,F), we have 
m-+oo r E, m r E 
l 
lim inf n-l log Pr{f 
n-+<x> 
J (u)F- 1(u)du ~ r+u} ~ 
n n n 
-K(Q + ,F). 
r E 
0 
Hence by condition (i) 
I 
(6. 8) lim inf -1 log Pr{f --1 r+un} -K(Q ,F). n J (u)F (u)du ~ ~ n n r 
n-+<x> 
0 
Next we show that conversely 
1 
(6. 9) lim sup -1 log Pr{f "'-1 r+un} -K(Q ,F). n J (u)F (u)du ~ 5 n n r 
n-+<x> 
0 
Fix E > 0. There exists an m E ]N such that for all n E JN, 
..... -1 
,f_ B } n Pr{F-l (f3) i B } n (this seen for Pr{F (a+O) < E and < E may be n m n m 
example by an application of Chernoff's theorem to the binomial represen-
tation of the probabilities ..... -1 Pr{F (a+O) ,f_ B } and Pr{F-l (f3) ,f_ B }) • 
Hence for large n: 
l 
n 
Pr{f Jn (u)F:1 (u)du ~ r+un} 
0 
l 
Pr{! "'-1 J (u)F (u)du ~ r+u n n n 
Pr{J .... -1 r-E} + J(u)F (u)du ~ n 
0 
m n m 
F- 1 Cu) E BID, U E (a,f3)} + 2En and 
n 
n 2E , 
since (6.7) holds again for large n if F- 1(u) EB for u E (a,f3). 
n m 
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This result implies (6.9) by Theorem 6.1 and LelIDila 3.3 (also if K(Q ,F) = 00 ) 
r 
and the present theorem follows from (6.8) and (6.9). D 
For O <a<½, the a-trimmed mean of x1, ••• ,Xn is defined by 
(6. JO) 
· 1 n-[an] 
T = (n- 2[cm])- l 
n i=[an]+I x. ' l. :n 
n E JN, 
where [x] denotes the largest integer~ x. As an application of the previous 
theorems we prove the following large deviation result for a-trilIDiled means. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let r E JR., Zet FED be continuous at rand Zet T be the 
n 
a-trimmed mean given by (6.10). Then, for each sequence {u} such that 
n 
lim u = 0 
n-+<x> n ' 
(6.11) limn -1 log Pr{T r+u} a ~ = -K(Q ,F), 
n n r 
n-+<x> 
where 1-a 
Qa 
r 
= {GED: I -1 G (u)du ~ (1-2a)r}. 
a 
If Fis discontinuous at r, 
for aU Zarge n E lN. 
then ( 6 • I I) continues to ho Zd provided u ~ 0 
n 
PROOF. We write the statistic T in the form f01 J (u)F- 1(u)du with 
_ 1 n n n _ 1 
Jn = n(n-2[an]) l¾' where An= ([an]/n;l-[an]/n). Let J = (l-2a) 
• l(a,l-a)" If Fis continuous at r, then (6.11) follows since in this 
case (c) and (d) of Theorem 6.1 and hence the conditions of Theorem 6.2 
are fulfilled. 
Now suppose that Fis discontinuous at r. Let GE Qa satisfy 
r 
K(G,F) = K(Qa,F) (such G exists!). It was shown in the course of the 
r 
proof of Theorem 6.1 that the function t ➔ K(Q~,F) is continuous at r 
(and hence the above proof remains valid) unless G- 1(a+O) = G- 1(1-a) = r. 
It remains to consider this exceptional case. Fix E: > 0 and let 
Q = { H E D: f o1 J ( u) H- I ( u) du ~ r}, n E lN. For O < o < I let G .1' E D 
r,n n u 
be defined by G0 (x) = (1-o)G(x) if x <rand G0 (x) = (1-o)G(x)+o if 
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x > r, implying G0 (r-0) :=; a.-oa. and G0 (r);?: 1-a.+oa.. Note that K(G0 ,F) < 
< K(G,F) + e = K(Qa.,F) + e if c5 < c5 , say. Moreover, A c (a.-oa.,1-a.+oa.) 
r _ 1 E n 
and hence G~ E Q if n > (a.o) • Let P denote the partition {(-00 ,r),{r}, 
u r,n 
(r, 00)} of JR. Choosing appropriate c5 E (½o ,o) it follows that there 
n E E 
exists a sequence {G} = {G0 } such that for all n > (!a.o )-l 
n n E 
(1) nG (r-0) E 7l and nG (r) E 7l 
n n 
(2) G E Q and {HE D: dp(PH,PG) = O} c Q 
n r,n n r ,n 
a. (3) Kp(G ,F) < K(Q ,F) + e. 
n r 
Hence, if u :=; 0 for all large n, the same arguments that were used in the 
n 
last part of the proof of Lennna 3.1 yield 
Pr{Tn z r+un} z Pr{Fn E Qr,n} z Pr{dp(PF ,PG)= O} 
n n 
as n + 00 , implying 
z exp{-n(K(Qa.,F) + E + o(l))} 
r 
lim inf n-l log Pr{T 
n 
a. 
z r+u} z -K(Q ,F). 
n r 
n➔oo 
On the other hand (6.9) continues to hold in the present case, with Q; in 
lieu of Q, since the second part of the proof of Theorem 6.2 does not 
r 
use condition (i). This completes the proof of the last statement of the 
theorem. 0 
The actual computation of the infimum K(Qa.,F) in (6.11) is not easy. 
r 
We shall derive a more explicit expression for K(Qa.,F) under the assumption 
r 
that Fis continuous. In this case any df H such that K(H,F) < 00 is also 
continuous and 
1-a. b 
J -1 H (u)du 
= f xdH(x) 
a a 
where a= H- 1(a), b = H- 1(1-a) and - 00 <a< b < 00 • We also assume F(r) < 1 
since otherwise K(Qa.,F) = oo. 
r 
The minimization procedure is performed in two steps and is closely 
related to the proof of (5.2) in Theorem 5.1. Let 
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b 
Q~(a,b) ={HE D: (I-2a)-l J xdH(x) ~ r, H(a) = a, H(b) = 1-a} 
a 
for - 00 <a< b < 00 • In view of the continuity of F 
(6. I 2) K(Qa ,F) = inf{K(Q0 (a,b) ,F): 0 < F(a) < F(b) < I, F(b) > F(r) }. 
r r 
Consider the function t ➔ tr - log fb etxdF(x), t ~ 0. This function 
a 
achieves its maximum on [0, 00 ) at a points= s(a,b) defined by 
if f! xdF(x)/(F(b)- F(a)) ~ r 
otherwise, 
where ~(t) = fb xetxdF(x)/fb etxdF(x), t ~ O. Note that in the second 
a a 
the equation ~(t) = r has a unique positive roots since ~(O) < r, 
limt➔oo ~(t) >rand ~'(t) > 0 for all t ~ O. 
Let GED be defined by its density g = dPG/dPF given by 
{
a/F(a) 
sx fb sx g(x) = (I-2a)e / a e dF(x), 
a/(1-F(b)) , 
Then GE n°(a,b) and 
r 
X < a 
X > b. 
case 
K(G,F) = 2a log a +(I-2a)log(l-2a) - a log F(a) - a log(I-F(b)) + 
b 
+ (l-2a)sr- (l-2a)log f esxdF(x). 
a 
a Let HE Qr(a,b), K(H,F) < 00 and h = dPH/dPF. By Jensen's inequality 
b 
sr - log{(l-2a)-l I esxdF(x)} 
a 
b 
::; sr - log{(I-2a)-I I exp(sx- log h(x))dH(x)}::; 
a 
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Hence 
b b 
~ s{r - ( l-2a.)-l J xdH(x)} + ( I-2a.)-l J log h(x)dH(x). 
b I log h(x)dH(x) 2:: 
a 
a a 
b 
(I-2a.){sr+ log(l-2a.) - log J esxdF(x)}. 
a 
Similarly, by Jensen's inequality, 
a 
and 
Thus 
f 1og h(x)dH(x) 2:: H(a) log{H(a)/F(a)} = a. log(a./F(a)) 
-co 
00 
J log h(x)dH(x) 2:: (I - H(b)) log{ (I - H(b))/(1 - F(b))} = 
b 
= a. logfo/ (1 - F (b))}. 
K(H,F) = f log h(x)dH(x) 2:: K(G,F), 
JR 
implying K(Qa.(a,b),F) = K(G,F). 
r 
Now define the functions 
and 
f (a,b) = (I-2a.)s(a,b)r - a.logF(a) - a. log(l-F(b)) + 
a. 
b 
- (1-2a.) log J exp(s(a,b)x)dF(x) 
a 
g (a.) = 2a. log a. + (I -2a.) log ( 1 -2a.) • 
Then, by (6.12) 
(6.13) K(Q~,F) = g(a.) + inf{fa.(a,b): 0 < F(a) < F(b) < I, F(b) > F(r)}. 
REMARK 6.4. We briefly indicate another route to the result (6.11). Let 
T be defined by (6.10) and let n = n -2[an] , for each n E :N. Then we 
n ct 
may write 
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( n-[ctn] }) E exp(n,:,,tTn) = E E{exp(t \ X ) I X X ~ l i:n [ctn]:n' n-[ctn]+l:n • i=[an]+l 
Suppose that F has density f with respect to Lebesgue measure. If f satis-
fies certain smoothness conditions, it follows from this representation 
that 
(6. 14) -1 limn log E exp(n t(T -r)) a n 
n-+<x> 
= -inf {(l-2ct)tr- a log F(a) - ct log(l-F(b)) + 
-oo<a<b<oo 
b 
- (l-2ct) log I exp(tx)f(x)dx}. 
a 
By Theorem 1 of SIEVERS (1969) (see also PLACHKY (1971) and PLACHKY & 
STEINEBACH (1975)): 
(6.15) -I limn log Pr{T ~r} 
n 
= -inf Hm n-l log E exp(n t(T -r)), 
t~O n-+<x> ct n 
provided the sequence of moment generating functions E exp(n t(T -r)) 
ct n · 
enjoys certain convergence properties. 
By (6.13) the expression on the right-hand side of (6.14) is equal 
ct to -K(Q ,F) (note that the infima overt and a,b are interchanged). 
r 
Although this alternative approach requires stronger regularity conditions 
it may lead to evaluation of higher order terms in an expansion of large 
deviation probabilities of the trinnned mean. 
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